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TBI One Love Radio Hosts Special Guests DR BENNET OMALU – Founder of CTE/Author
And CYNDY FEASEL Author/NFL Wife

Traumatic Brain Injury Survivor & Speaker James Durham Hosts a special FREE LIVE Interview
SEPTEMBER 18, 2017 - TBI ONE LOVE & BLOG TALK RADIO

Free to the public, James Durham of TBI One Love will interview world renown forensic pathologist, Dr. Bennet Omalu and Cyndy Feasel LIVE Sept 18, 2017 at 7-8pm PST/ 9-10pm CST/ 10-11pm EST on blogtalkradio.com An exciting and rare opportunity! Listeners can tune in free to hear traumatic brain injury survivor and advocate James talk candidly and openly with Dr. Omalu and Ms. Feasel discussing important information regarding concussions and ALL types of brain injury.

Dr. Bennet Omalu the neuropathologist portrayed by Will Smith in the 2015 award-nominated film Concussion, will talk with James firsthand LIVE in one of his FIRST and few interviews since the release Aug 8 of his new book, Truth Doesn’t Have a Side. Discussing brain injury, concussions, and prevention listeners will get to know the real man who changed American sports, his Faith as a Christian, and his desire to help others through his work.

Dr. Omalu is a physician, forensic pathologist, and neuropathologist who was the first to discover and publish findings of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) in American football players while working at in Pittsburgh. He later became the chief medical examiner for San Joaquin County, California, and is a professor at the University of California, Davis, Department of Medical Pathology and Laboratory Medicine.

In his new book, Truth Doesn’t Have a Side, Dr. Omalu reveals the truth about CTE: Its causes and symptoms, how we might keep our children safe and guide professional athletes when CTE sets in. The problem of CTE is coming to light with each new story about an athlete’s concussion problem, and we are likely facing dramatic changes to professional sports.

Following James welcomes Cyndy Feasel, Author After the Cheering Stops. As a former NFL player wife to Seattle Seahawks’ Center Grant Feasel, Cyndy shares her story of how her husband’s repeated concussions and head trauma destroyed his life, their marriage, and their family. Grant Feasel died in 2012 at 52. After examination of his brain by the Concussion Legacy Foundation, a diagnosis of CTE was determined. Cyndy’s passion is raising awareness of CTE and head trauma in sports and educating current athletes and parents about the potential damage of head injuries at all levels.

Surviving a critical Motorcycle accident and a Severe Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) in 2011 in Texas, James Durham founded TBI One Love with his family in 2015 after a Miraculous recovery. Earning a BA in Communication from FSU and as an example of HOPE for others affected by brain injury, James shares his own experience in recovery and his belief in the power of a positive attitude changing outcomes and lives. As a successful Motivational Speaker, TBI Advocate, TIRR Memorial Hermann Hospital representative, Zig Ziglar Legacy Certified Trainer, and through his organization TBI ONE LOVE, James brings a unique understanding and voice to the world of brain injury and the world in general helping people find new purpose in “Loving the Life they live”.

TBI One Love offers support, connection, education, and inspiration to anyone regarding brain injury. Presently, the “Family Tree” hosts over 300 inspiring brain injury survivor stories from 12 different countries. Partnerships with TIRR Memorial Hermann Hospital (ranked #2 in rehabilitation by US World & News), Health Is Your Wealth Magazine (serving 600+ hospitals in the UK), TBI Network Radio /blog talk radio serving listeners world-wide, and Nutcase Helmets emphasizing the importance of bike helmets, TBI One Love and James continue to make a positive impact for others. Through the website, social media, publications, and the talk radio show 3 times monthly, TBI One Love offers constant information, education, new therapies and special guests for followers and the public for all things related to brain injury support and prevention.

Founded and managed by James and his family, TBI ONE LOVE is a non-profit 501c3 organization based in Southlake, TX and Panama City Beach, FL. 100% of all donations go to support the work of the TBI One Love organization and its programs. As a world-wide community, we make a positive difference for those affected by brain injury in bringing education, awareness, and hopefully prevention to everyone about brain injury.

For information visit tbionelove.org, tbionelove FB/Twitter/Instagram Or email: tbionelove@gmail.com
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